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’KSJS should be retained’
Academic Council decides
By Gail Wesson
KSJS radio should be retained as part of the curriculwn, according to an
Academic Council decision made yesterday.
The council’s resolution to keep the station operating with the present administrative responsibliity and possible additional financing will be sent to
President Dr. John H. Bunzel for his approval.
The campus radio station as a course offering and its continued funding by the
university and A.S. budgets have been studied in the council’s curriculum committee since January.
The question of additional university funds came up and Dr. Gail Fullerton, dean
of graduate studies, said, "for the moment the resources aren’t there."
Dr. Richard Whitlock, dean of undergraduate studies, said outside of maintaining the current financing of .equipment, personnel and ,programs another
budgetary sousce might be the obsolete equipment replacement budget.
KSJS has access to the budget because it is part of the curriculum in the Journalism and Drama departments.
The council also approved policy guidelines concerning SJSU Foundation
research grants.
About $20,000 per year comes from the foundation for small grants, according to
Fullerton.

In the past, grants to faculty and advanced students have been granted by a
single university research committee, composed of representatives from each
school.
The new guidelines give the devision instead to individual school research
committees, Fullerton said.
She said this would make evaluation of grant proposals dependent on committee
members who would have better knowledge of the proposal merits in the particular subject area.
Following other council business, Bunzel addressed the council concerning the
outstanding professor nominations.
Usually there is a nominee for the campus and the state wide competition, but
apparently the deadline for the state competition will not be met.
"I do believe it’s fair to say the committee ... has not functioned as properly and
in a way it should function," said Bunzel.
"Last week I was angry, this week I’m disappointed," he remarked.
"For the moment the fact is we don’t have a candidate this year," he said.
Dr. George Moore, council chairman said, "for a variety of reasons the committee couldn’t meet the system wide deadline for the nomination."
No further information concerning the nomination could be obtained yesterday.

Women want separate funding

$ 90,000 proposed for Athletic budget

Carl Ricker

Let a sleeping dog lie

’Man’s best friend’
challenges policy
By Lee Fuller
For 30 minutes yesterday a small
cuddly beagle challenged the SJSU
bureaucracy.
Vaughn Willett’s dog , Zeke, a black
and tan beagle, was enjoying his afternoon nap on the third level of the
union when Ron Barrett, student union
director, caught sight of him.
According to Willett, a senior
majoring in English, Barrett told him
he’d have to take Zeke outside and
Willett refused.
"I told him I was going to make It
inconvenient for him," Willett said.
Barrett then told Willett the
university police would be called and
left.
Willett, who got Zeke more than two

years ago, said he’s taken Zeke to class
with him many times and never had
any trouble.
"It all comes down to whether or not
you have control of your dog," Willett
continued. "Zeke doesn’t bother people,
he just lays there."
"He’s no trouble," Willett said.
"People should be able to play it by ear.
It’s the individual’s rights against the
rights of the majority," Willetts contined.
Finally, after waiting in vain for a
confrontation with the university
police, Willett woke his dog Zeke.
Zeke looked up, stifled a yawn, and
trotted off obediently with his friend
Willett, unaware of the controversy he
had stirred.

By Valarie Melnroy
A.S. President Rudi Leonard’ has
proposed a budget of $90,000 to be split
between the men’s and women’s intercollegiate athletic programs, but
women’s athletic director Joyce
Malone said she feels the A.S. should
fund both programs separately.
Allocation of the $90,000 would be left
up to the respective associations, according to Leonardi’s proposal.
Malone said the Women’s Intercollegiate
Sports
and
Dance
Association 1)ADSIW
wants to build a
quality program of its own without
detracting from the men’s intercollegiate program.
WISDA
members have
said
Leonardi’s proposal will probably

benefit the women’s sports program at
the price of severe curtailment of the
men’s intercollegiate program.
Linda Golden, WISDA president, said
both intercollegiate programs have a
right to co-exist.
"We don’t want to take money away
from the men," she said.
Malone’s stated goal is to maintain
the current program and hopefully to
improve it.
She said an increase over last year’s
budget is needed to keep pace with
inflation.
Last year the A.S. allocated approximately $21,000 for the women’s
intercollegiate program. The dance
program received $2,000.
WISDA also receives funding from

the university through the Department
of Physcial Education for Women.
This year WISDA submitted a budget
request for over $50,000. This amount
would maintain the eight sports now
competing intercollegiately and add
two more, Malone said.
WISDA now cOnsists of 200 students
competing in dance, basketball,
volleyball, gymnastics, field hockey,
swimming, tennis and fencing. (There
are two fencing teams; one for men and
one for women.)
WISDA would like to add badminton
and track and field to the program for
next year, according to WISDA
treasurer Sylvia Vernacchia.
WISDA president Golden said the
program shouldn’t stand still. "We’d

like to move forward."
Director Malone said she has been
satisfied with the actions of the A.S. in
the past.
"The Associated Students havc seen
to it that the quality (of the program)
improves each year," stated Malone.
WISDA goes before the A.S. budget
committee today at 2 p.m. in the A.S.
budget committee today at 2 p.m. in the
A.S. Council Chambers.
A.S. President Leondardi said his
proposal to split $90,000 between the
men’s and women’s athletic programs
is only a suggestion.
"If the women don’t think it benefits
them there’s no sense in doing it. We’re
still talking about it," he said.

It’s 6.5 cents in BART districts

Sales tax jumps to 6 cents on dollar
SACRAMENTO ( AP) - Californians started shelling out a penny per dollar more in
sales tax yesterday on everything from pencils to powderpuffs.
At the stroke of midnight, the sales tax went up to six cents per dollar in most of
the state and 61/2 cents in the three counties that make up the San Francisco Bay
Area Rapid Transit District.
Food is exempted from the state sales tax, but you’ll pay about a penny more for
a six pack of beer, $5 more on the average color television set or about $30 more on
an average new car.
But if you’re a homeowner, chances are you’ve been paying less in property
taxes. And if you rent, you probably got some tax relief

Money from the sales tax increase is earmarked to pay for those tax reductions.
It all started in 1972, with enactment of a $1.1 billion school finance and property
tax relief scheme. The idea was to provide more state money for local school
districts by increasing the sales tax.
The package, called SB 90 after its legislative bill number, originally would have
raised the sales tax first, then use the money to chop property taxes and hike state
school support.
But an unexpected budget surplus last summer allowed the state to delay the
sales tax increase while going ahead with property tax relief.

15,000 county residents try to compete

Job market rough on mentally retarded
By Gail Shiomoto
Once every five minutes a special
child is born. His parents may be White
or Black, rich or poor, yet this child’s
life will be one of limited hopes and
limited achievements; for he is mentally retarded.
What are his chances of succeeding in
the competitive work force? Will he be
welcomed by socially responsive
employers or will the urge for profit
plunge him into the statistics of the
unemployed? What type of future does
society offer the mentally retarded
adult?
According to social journalist Michael
Harrington, the mentally retarded,
along with the disabled and the
minorities, are the "rejects" of society
who are often poverty stricken or
susceptible to exploitation by employers.
"These are the people who have
become poor," he stated."They are
incompetent as far as American society
is concerned, lacking the education and
the skills to get decent work, and if they
find steady employment, it will be in a
Harrington
sweatshop or kitchen,"
said.
Retardation defined
Although the definition of mental
retardation has been debated for
decades by doctors, psychologists and
educators, the term "mentally
retarded" is applied to those people
who measure from 50 to 70 IQ (corn -

pared to 100 IQ for "normal" persons).
These are the lowest two per cent of
the school population in learning
ability.
In Santa Clara County alone, more
than 15,000 residents are mentally
retarded.
Because of lack of skills, the mentally
retarded participate minimally in the
competitive work force.
Rather, they comprise a marginal
work force that is highly affected by the
nature of the overall job situation and
national economy, said Ted Montemurro, assistant professor of special
education at SJSU.
"The mentally retarded could function at better jobs than what they’re
offered, but because of physical handicaps or mental deficiencies, they are
usually left with the jobs that remain,"
he said. Such jobs include janitorial,
kitchen and laundry work.
However, community groups and
organizations which work with the
mentally retarded see a brighter future
for those mentally retarded persons
capable of work.
Since World War II, vocational
programs have been started, aiming at
specific groups and tailored to their
needs and capabilities.
"The purpose of these vocational
training programs," according to
Patricia Chasey, special placement
interviewer for the California
Employment Development Depart-

ment, "is to bring an individual to some
area of work where he can be gainfully
employed."
One such program is operated by
Hope for the Retarded Children, an nonprofit organization founded 25 years
ago by concerned parents of mentally
retarded children.
Hope treats about 600 multi handicapped people daily, offering prereadiness, assessment and vocational
training programs for the severely
handicapped. Adults comprise over
half the group, and about 80 per cent of
them are mentally retarded
Limited success
According to Mrs. Jimmie Benson,
Hope public information officer, Hope
has been able to place 60 people in industry jobs this past year.
Ted Williams, public information
officer for the habilitation program at
Agnews State Hospital, agreed.
"When a mentally retarded person is
employed in sheltered workshops such
as Hope or Goodwill, the competitive
atmosphere of the regular work force
does not exist.
"Competitive pressure is hard on the
working capabilities of the mentally
retarded," he added.
"Because of emotional problems, the
majority of mentally retarded employed are unable to work an eight-hour
day since they easily become frustrated
and then angered from their inability to
keep up with the regular employes," he

Mental patients at Salpetiere in 1795
on a production level based on what
said.
At Agnews, most of the work training they’re able to, do not on a set, hourly
occurs on the hospital grounds.
wage.
Thirty-five residents are employed in
Such limitations of the mentally
a variety of hospital jobs including
laundry, food, canteen and commissary retarded worker have been areas of
work. But of the 35, only two would be debate among prospective employers.
able to cope in a competitive work
atmosphere, said hospital staff
"People are afraid to hire the
members. Also, the employes are paid mentally retarded," said Williams.

"In a competitive society, employers
want to hire people whom they can
make a profit off of. While
philosophically they’d like to provide
the mentally retarded with work experience, economically they are
hesitant to pay a» employe minimum
wages at set hours when this employe
cannot produce as much as the regular
worker."
see page four
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Campaign reform not a sure bet
Jollo Horn n
At this time it appears that one of
the most urgently needed laws in
the country, campaign financing
reform, will not be passed by this
session of Congress.
Many see public financing as the
best way to finance political
campaigns and insure that elected
officials will not have to rely on
private donations, and thus can
represent their constituents rather
than some small powerful interest
group.
A few months ago a similar
public financing bill was killed by
one legislator. Sen. James Allen,

D-Ala., filibustered the bill to
death.
A new proposal is before the
Senate and Sen. Allen will again
work against it.
Rep. Wayne Hays, D -Ohio,
chairman of the powerful House
Finance Committee, has announced his intentions to completely destroy the bill should it
reach his committee.
President Richard Nixon, who
received over $60 million for his
last campaign, has promised to
veto the bill should it reach his
desk. Nixon’s main argument, he

Editorial

Viet Nam follies rage
Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger recently said the U.S.
government is committed to
providing South Viet Nam with
whatever it needs for self-defense,
despite the lack of a formal treaty
approved by the Senate.
The statement, released Sunday,
was in response to Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy’s D-Mass., concern over
"the kinds and levels of our involvement" in Viet Nam.
Kissinger said the signing of the
Paris Agreement committed the
U.S. to "strengthening the conditions which made the cease-fire
possible and to the goal of the South
VietNamese people’s right to selfdetermination."
So, the U.S. will continue to
supply South Viet Nam with the
tools of self-defense ( arms and
military aid ) and other kinds of aid
for economic stability there at our

expense.
Sen. Kennedy’s concern over
U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia
is well-founded.
He said, "Rather than chart a
new
beginning,
the
administration’s interpretation of the
Paris Agreement is perpetuating
old relationships and continuing
old policiesas if nothing had
changed."
We agree.
After more than a decade of war
in Viet Nam it is time we got out
all the way. We are wasting our
money to uphold a corrupt, vicious
regime and continuing the kind of
imperialist activities that started
the Viet Nam involvement in the
first place.
We urge you to write your
senators and congressmen asking
for complete withdrawal in Viet
Nam now.
Lee Smaus

says, is that the bill would require
that the taxpayers finance
politicians they do not agree with.
The President’s reasoning here
is odd. He seems to ignore the fact
that the taxpayers support
politicians they don’t agree with
every single day. For instance,
millions who opposed the Vietnam
war supported it with their taxes.
Politicians need money to
campaign. And most cannot rely on
small contributions. They must go
to big business for donations.
Jess Unruh, the former state
assembly speaker, once noted that
when big businessmen give money
to a campaigner, "they aren’t
making a contribution. They’re
making an investment."
Common Cause, the citizen’s
lobby group, recently revealed that
various special interest groups
unions, the milk producers, and
the American Medical Association,
etc. ) have combined to budget $14
million to this year’s campaigners.
Apparently, all that publicity and
the scandals have not deterred
these groups in their attempts to
buy votes in Congress.
One of those who has received
several thousand dollars is Sen.
Howard Baker, R-Tenn. Baker,
vice chairman of the Watergate
Committee, was one of those who
voted to hold secret hearings into
campaign fund-raising methods
used by the Nixon people.
A recent poll showed that the
Congress has an even lower rating
of support from the public than the
President has.
Judging from the lackluster
performance of that body, the low
rating is justified.

Point of view

Acceptance for homosexuality?
Chris Weinstein
stituents.
To help experts catch up with
fundamental problems, various
forms of birth control are advocated and provided by local,
state and federal agencies in the
United States.
Even the U.S. foreign aid
program exports birth control
experts and methods because
world problems usually have
repercussions in the United States.
This logical line of reasoning
hasn’t been carried into the realm
of the general approach towards
homosexuality.
Yet society in general continues
to ostracize homosexuals and treat
them as second-class citizens.
Huey Newton welcomed gay
liberation
groups
to
the
Best of luck, Dr. Bentel. And Revolutionary People’s Conthank you.
stitutional
Convention
in
Rick Malaspina Philadelphia admitting that they
Journalism Grad ’73 were a proper part of the
revolution, since they were equally
oppressed.
Kenneth Tynan, writer and
playwright,
attributed
the
Reply to Rios
ostracizing of homosexuals to the

The traditional rejection and
condemnation of homosexuals on
the grounds that procreation is the
prime human function no longer
holds in our over populated world.
When the tribe needed offspring
to work in the fields and bear arms
against its enemies, it was natural
to call down the wrath of gods on
males who weren’t inclined to
propagate the species.
Today, governments even the
wealthy ones have not found
solutions on how to feed, clothe and
house all of their existing con-

Letters to the editor
God and evil
Editor:
I was very impressed with the
work of Irving Norman, whose
paintings hang in the S.U. art
gallery. Not since Bosch or Goya
have I seen such powerful criticism
and commentary of our times.
Undoubtedly, the paintings case us
to re-examine ourselves.
I particularly admired Norman’s
forceful draftmanship in handling
the iconography; he meticulously
renders the state of mankind in all
its grotesqueness, violence and
morbidity upon the canvass.
Naked, bald and lifeless men,
women and children are seen
caught in the deception of their own
ideals, aspirations and institutions
that unexpectedly became grossly
sour and convicting. Man’s
creations of torrent cross-hatching
freeways, soaring monolithic
skyscrapers, frightening war
"toys," Madison Ave. billboards,
etc., have turned into Frankenstein
monsters who are squeezing out
the life of their master.
There seems to be no end to the
holocaust; Life is approaching its
ultimate perversity.
Evil came into the world through
man’s rebellion against and
separation from God. As the
universe is set up, man’s actions
are not restricted to himself, but
his actions involve othdr people as
well. God could very easily end
war and eliminate evil, but if He
began to judge each person
righteously, who would be first to
say that he is innocent?
Every individual must come to
grips with the fact that he
possesses the potenital for an infinite amount of evil. No man’s
actions, let alone his thoughts and
motivations, are perfect. Some of
us may not have created havoc ( as
Norman’s paintings depict),
because none of us iiave been
tempted in the same way.
But God has arrived with the best
solution to overcome evil. He has
given His son, Jesus Christ, to die
as a substitute for us by paying the
death penalty for our rebellion.
Moreover, he arose from death and

is alive today to give us a new life
and new hope with God, now and
forever.
What must you do to get this hope
and life?
First, change your mind about
rebelling against God and ask for
His forgiveness. Then you must
believe Christ died to provide
forgiveness and a new life of
fellowship with God, and finally,
make a deliberate decision to
accept Christ as your Savior and
Lord with the intent to obey Him.
Invite Him into your life through
prayer.
Ran Oviyang
Art Senior

’sprint-4)4,d’
Editor:
The letter to the editor by former
Daily staffer Nancy Burby in
Tuesday’s Daily was an unprincipled attack on the Iranian
Student’s Association. Ms. Burby
questioned why the Iranian
students did not wish to personally
sign articles submitted to the Daily
by their organization, due to
possible Iranian government
retribution upon their return, but
did participate in a demonstration
against the Shah at SJSU.
Perhaps Ms. Burby did not know
that the demonstration was against
the murder of several students at
the University of Teheran March 16
and 17, who in turn were protesting
the execution of eight anti-Shah
intellectuals for speaking out
against the U.S.-supported dictatorship.
If she had known this, surely she
would have praised the courage of
our Iranian students at SJSU.
While they do not wish to sign their
death warrants in the pages of the
Daily, they could not remain silent
in the face of the slaughter of their
fellow students in Iran.
It seems to me, however, that
another explanation is more likely.
I am sure that Ms. Burby and the
current Daily staff ( which saw fit
to print only a photograph and no
story about this campus demonstration), aware of the events in
Iran. Since they would require the

Iranian students to endanger
themselves needlessly in order to
print articles in the paper, it is
clear that they identify more
closely with the Shah of Iran than
with the many thousands of
Iranians who have died fighting his
tyrannical regime.
Michael Baiter
Biology Senior

Thanks Dr. Refuel
Editor:
I read with relief and disappointment recently in the Spartan
Daily of the retirement of journalism professor Dr. Dwight
Bentel.
Relief, for the many students
whom Dr. Bentel won’t have to
kick around anymore. No longer
will they have to weather his
peppery personality, pounding
rantings about press freedom and
seemingly endless anecdotes about
the bygone days of journalsim.
Disappointment, because as
much as students cringe at the
mention of his name, Dr. Bentel
probably is the best thing that
could ever happen to them. He’s
ornery and fiesty, but he’s a landmark of SJSU journalism whose
retirement will leave a gapping
void.
My disappointment for the
deprived students extends even
farther than to those who frequent journalism classes. The
Bentel experience is something
with which every college student
should be tempered. His blistering
wit, salty personality and piercing
insight are qualities not easily
forgotton.
I fear Dr. Bentel’s retirement
represents the twilight of a
vanishing breed of university
professor. For that brand of
character makes classes worth
attending. As for the rantings on
press freedom, they are invaluable
tenets for the professional that
have not changed throughout Dr.
Bentel’s career. And those anecdotes? They are the life blood of
journalism in this miserably
sugary electronic age.

Editor:
I address this letter to Ms.
Evelyn Rios of the SJSU Music
Department . As a member of the
Semana Chicana Organizing
Committee, I apologize for any
discomfort you may have suffered
during our March 22 afternoon
Jamaica. However, I must
disagree with you on several
points.
Unlike yourself, I was very
surprised at the rapidity and
thoroughness in which the fiesta
area was cleaned. For that I give
credit to the maintenance
department whose responsibility it
was to do so.
Yes, we did invite all the community, including elementary
school students, to take part in the
event. I guess they were overcome
with the general aura of the festive
occasion.
The Jamaica was, in fact, the
culmination of a week-long slate of
activities which necessitated many
long months of planning and hard
work by students and community
members alike. The Semana
Chicana was indeed a big success
as was the Jamaica, affording
laughter and pleasure to all who
cared to participate in a happening
which is indeed a very important
aspect of the Mexican culture.
It would have been so beautiful if
you could have put Franz Leist
aside for an hour or so and allowed
your students to partake of the
Latin music performed for their
enjoyment. I am sure they would
have learned and experienced so
much more by both hearing and
seeing a most unique and
culturally rich example of our
ethnic heritage.
Yolanda Espinoza
Semana Chicane Organizing
Committee

Guest

insecurities of heterosexuals,
on
symposium
during
a
homosexuality conducted by
’Playboy" magazine.
Women go to work to earn a
living.
Men stay home to do the
housework.
Men as well as women can wear
their hair croppoed close to their
heads or
flowing over their
shoulders.
It’s fashionable for men and
women to dress alike.
So why not add homosexuality
which has existed since Biblical
times to the list of socially accepted new norms if procreation is
not an issue?
Tynan said it frightens some.
Why be frightened when you can
choose your own norm?
Homosexuality provides many
who are alienated from the opposite sex with a tender human
relationship which, as our communities become more sterile,
becomes more of a premium to
help in every day existence.

Column

TWC opposes policy
Third World Coalition
It was a long time coming before
the federal government finally
responded to the reality that racial
and sexual discrimination exists in
our society. One of the guidelines
that was passed to protect the
rights of Third World people and
women - the affirmative action
program - is now being undermined by our school administration under the new "interim policy."
The affirmative action program,
which was initiated by the
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, was created to
protect the rights of Third World
people and women against
discriminatory hiring practices.
The affirmative action guidelines
specify that women and Third
World people be represented according to their proportion to the
population in the community.
The interim policy will limit the
number of tenured teachers,
thereby offering no hope to the
more than 300 teachers who are
now on temporary status. The vast
majority of these are, that’s right,
Third World people as well as
women.
For these temporary faculty
members, they can expect two
more years here at most and then
have to look for another job. For
new teachers coming up in the
ranks, they can only expect two
year appointments, and no chance
of tenure. This will directly cancel
the affirmative action program
and all it stands for.

The Third World Coalition
therefore opposes the interim
policy and finds it strongly
discriminatory.
We would also like to express our
support for the "We Want A Say In
Our Education" Committee, and to
urge all students to join and participate in this struggle, which will
affect us all. The committee has
been created to fight the interim
policy, and needs everyone’s
energy to become the powerful
force that it can.
The interests of the administration has almost always
been the opposite of those of the
students. During the 1960s it was
not only U.S intervention in
Vietnam
which
mobilize
students, but also the attempts 113
Third World people to establish
studies departments which would
be relevant.
All across the country the
student movement waged a turbulent fight against racism so that
a Black Studies, Chicano Studies,
and Asian Studies could be created.
The result of these struggles
culminated in the affirmative
action program. And now they’re
trying to take it all away. Now
they’re trying to cancel the basic
achievements in equal and quality
education for minority and women
students.
For us as students, the road to
solving this conflict of interests
should be clear.
Firouz Sedarat
A.S. Council Member (TWC)
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Dean’s list
posted for
awards

A.S. workshop poorly attended
By Norman Martin
"Most students don’t know
you, they don’t know their
current officers and they
probably do not care to
know," said Louie Barozzi,
A.S. adviser. He was addressing students who attended
a
government
workshop held for those
thinking of running for office.
The workshop, designed to
study the nature of A.S.
government and prepare
prospective candidates for
the April 30-May 1 election,
was poorly attended.
A small group of 10 people,
not even enough to fill the 32
vacancies open in the fall,
took part in a discussion
Friday. Included were such
topics
as
executive
authority, the nature of A.S.
Council, its authority and
responsibility and the A.S.
and its legal authorities and
its place in the university
system.
Former A.S. President

Dennis King explained the
many
problems
and
responsibilities facing
executive officers,
"Officers are expected to
be professionals. They
acquire the talents needed to
run student government
effectively late in the year
and either dig in and work
hard or be frustrated," he
explained.
It is very easy for officers
to lose touch with the real
feelings on campus, he said.
There are many attitudes
affecting the performance of
student government.
"You have to watch for the
’Messia Complex’, he said.
The main symptom of this
would be when you feel you
have all of the answers," he
continued.
"The ’blame game’ is
another bad habit. This kind
of thing happens when officials ’head hunt’ and go
looking for the ’bad people’."
Office holders must also do
their homework, set their

priorities and pick their
battles. It is essential to stay
in touch with the students
and they are demanding, he
concluded.
Steve Takakuwa, former
A.S.
vice
presidnet,
discussed the council, and
the roles and problems of
legislators.
"I think everyone who
runs for office should do
some soul searching. You
must know what you want
from the officeyour goals
and expectations," he said.
The A.S. Council exercises
control over all financial
policies and has supreme
delegation power, he explained.
"Homework is the key to
good relations between the
executive and legislative
body. Those holding an office
can expect to do about 10 to
15 hours of work or research
a week," he said.
Louie Barozzi, A.S. ad-

Lists have been posted
outside of F’ac. Off. 127
naming those students who
are eligible to attend the
Honors Convocation May 3 at
1:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorum.
According to a spokesman
for
the
Humanities
Department, a student who
has a 3.65 grade average or
higher for either the spring
or fall semester for the
calendar year 1973 is eligible
for the dean’s list.
Those students who have
maintained a 4 point average
for both semesters are
eligible to be on the
president’s list.
Students are asked to
check the lists for their
names. Those students who
think they should be on it but
have been left off are asked
to call the Humanities
Department, the spokesman
said.

Rick Murphy

Louie Barozzi, Dennis King, center and Steve Takakuwa
viser, shared his feelings on
student government with the
group.
"If you are going to get
involved in student government use me as a resource,"
said Barozzi. He explained

the positions open and how to
apply for them.
A student must carry at
least six units to qualify for
all of the positions, he said.
Applications are available
in the A.S. Office located on

the third level of the Student
Union. Filing deadline is 4
p.m., April 4. There will be
an orientation meeting at 4
p.m. in the council chambers
on the same day, he explained.

Tell the old lady in your life
where logo April 6 Old Lady
Day. Spartan Daily Classified

Sociology

Artists paint murals
on walls of bridges

Lynn

Watkins

Artin the most unlikely places

By Myra Moore
The saying "Art is where
you find it" found new
meaning last semester
when students of Anthony
May, associate professor of
art, undertook a project to
put paintings on the walls
of three Guadalupe Creek
bridges.
Seven students of his
Advanced Design 141 class
wanted to do a mural, he
challenged them to come
up with something different.
May said the class had
been reading an article
dealing with the history of
the
bedroom.
The

reproductions included
with the article gave his
students the inspiration, he
continued.
The three bridges, all
located in downtown San
Jose, were chosen by the
students as the suitable
place for the painting.
"The paintings were
appropriate in a surreal
sense. They seemed a
pleasant choice for a
strange and dreamlike
place," said May.
He said the painting was
done during class time and
took seven weeks to
complete. The stencils used
to transfer the designs to
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the walls were donated by a
commercial sign business
in San Jose.
May said the black and
white paintings were done
in water -based exterior
latex paint.
Two of the paintings are
approximately eight feet
square, and the third one a
little smaller, said May.
He said that derelicts
sometimes sleep
underneath the bridges and
he imagined they might
enjoy the new additions.
The bridges are located
on San Carlos Street, Park
Avenue and Auzerais
Avenue.

Starting fall semester 1974,
the social service program
will be transferred from the
Department of Sociology to
the School of Social Work,
according to Dr. Alvin
Rudolf, chairman of the
Sociology Department.
presently
Students
enrolled in the social service
remain
program
may
registered as sociology
majors or may change their
major to social work, according to Rudoff.
informational
Two
have
been
meetings
scheduled to discuss the
consequences of the transfer. Representatives of both
departments will be present
at 2 p.m. April 22 and 11 a.m.
April 23 in the S.C.
Umunhum Room.

McDonald’s
YOU DESERVE A BREAK TODAY
We have just finished remodeling our dining area.
We have taken out the old seats and put in new ones.
The new dining area provides more seating space for
you, so you’re not without a place to sit. We think
you will like our new area and wish to invite you in
for lunch, dinner, or just a snack.
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Styron
corporations,"
stated.
Styron said he has no
personal grudge against the
Rockefeller Corporation. "I
am merely using them as
examples since oil has
become such an issue," he
said.
One thing that Styron does
object to is how the
Rockefellers and oher
"wealth controllers" have
gained their power.
"They didn’t work for it.
No special ability or act of
their own earned it. With the
David
of
exception
Rockefeller, (President of
the Chase Manhatten Bank),

they inherited it," Styron
stated.
"And to
me,
inheritance does not justify
their right to rule the United
States
concerning
its
economic and diplomatic

POWER TRIP
TAKE ONE.

policy.
"True
democracy,"
Styron stated, "could come if
the workers could unite, and
in doing so control the wealth
and trend of society."
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Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934

ENTER THE YIN YANG WATERBED JINGLE CONTEST
The Yin Yang Waterbed Co. needs a musical jingle for their advertising. Anyone may enter. The jingle must
be 10 to 30 seconds long, original, either written or recorded on cassette tape...Entries can be dropped off or
mailed to:
YIN YANG WATERBED JINGLE CONTEST
2331 SOUTH SEVENTH ST.
SAN JOSE, CALIF. 95112
All entires become the property of Yin Yang Waterbeds and will not be returned. Entries must be received
no later than April 15, 1974.
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Senate hopeful slams oil firms
Rusk, Ramsey Clark and
Henry Kissinger as examples.
"Busk remained on the
payroll during his term
because he couldn’t take the
pay decrease," Styron added
with a laugh.
The danger of this conflict
of interests, Styron stated, is
that diplomatic policies
concerning U.S. commercial
interests abroad are being
affected.
"These men (secretaries
of state) claim to be working
overseas to protect U.S.
enterprises. The only enterprises overseas are those
of private family -owned

SAN JOSE

64 S. 2nd DOWNTOWN
OPEN 12:15 (090N
DAILY
Starts WEL. Apr. 3rd

program

Socialist Styron speaks out

By Joan Baldwin
The problem of the oil
industry’s control over the
U.S. economy and its
diplomatic decisions was the
topic of Dan Styron, Socialist
Workers’ Senatorial candidate Friday in the S.U.
Ballroom.
Casually dressed in a
brown tweed jacket and
yellow shirt open at the neck,
the 33-year-old Styron addressed the small group in a
no nonsense manner.
"The main problems in
handling the oil industry is;
No. 1, can anyone else do a
better job, and two, how can
an industry of that size be
effectively
controlled?"
Styron proposed that the
oil industry be taken out of
the control of families such
as the Rockefellers, and be
put in the hands of the
workers.
"This would democratize
Styron
industry,"
the
maintained. "It would also
increase the quality of the
product output," he added.
Styron said he sees the
family-owned industry as a
lack mark on the integrity
tf the government.
"All of the secretaries of
state for the United States
have virtually been on loan
to the United States from the
Rockefeller oil industry,"
Styron stated. Citing Dean
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PG&E doesn’t just provide
electrical power and gas
energy in Northern and
Central California. We also
have the challenges that go
with providing the energy
needed to help solve Slime
of the most difficult and
complex problems of our
time.
Problems like providing
enough energy to satisfy
both human needs and environmental demands. We’re
up to our ears in problems
of the energy crunch kVe
must deal with fuel conservation, environmental
protection, land -use care
and research for new and

better ways to do our ioh.
To solve these problems we
need people. Bright, welleducated, engineers and
technical people. And while
we can’t promise a soft
cushie ioh, we can promise
interesting challenges.
If you think you’re man
or woman enough to tackle
the really urgent problems
of our decade, conie on
down and fill out an application. We pay our people
well, and give them as much
responsibility as they can
handle. PG&E Professional
Employment Office,
245 Market Street, San
Francisco, CA.
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men and women
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Consumers
form coalition,
set priorities

David Reyes

David Reyes

Davie) Reyes

George Bach gives advice on fighting

Students join in ’group squeeze’

Bach and student embrace after fight

Prof teaches aggression control
By Myra Moore
Students attending Saturday’s "Creative Aggression for
Intimates" got off to a roaring start when Dr. George Bach
told the class, "Everyone stand and get in touch with your
aggression."
The students were instructed to reconstruct the events
leading up to the time the class began.
Bach told the students, "Build up your anger at each little
annoyance until you are able to release your anger in the
form of a big roar."
The class, which was held on the SJSU campus from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., was led by Bach, director of the Institute of Group
Psychotherapy in Los Angeles, and his student assistant,
Marie Nicholsen.
After everyone had released their anger, Bach explained
that there were two kinds of angerhostility and impact.
Hostility anger, Bach said, was the type of anger which did
not give the other person a chance to change.
Impact anger always directed the anger toward change, he
said.
"When impact anger is greater that hostility anger then
you have creative aggression," said Bach.
The morning session was spent doing various exercises
which Bach said would help a person to learn how to get rid of
hostilities.
He asked everyone to determine how they showed their
anger, whether verablly or extraverbally and what were the
reasons for expressing the anger as they did.
One of the exercises that drew the most enthusiastic
participation was what Bach called "gender stereotyping."

SPARKS

Bach first had the men line up at the front of the room with
the women facing them. He told the men that here was their
chance to air their complaints about all females.
The women were told that they were not allowed to respond
to anything that was said.
"The only thing you may do," Bach said, "is to say thank
you to whatever the men say about you."
Among the complaints hurled at the women were "Women
always complain," "They’re frigid," and "They spend our
money."

Center set Slide show
to recycle to present
aluminum Libyan life
Free hot dogs and Cokes
will be given to anyone
bringing a bag of empty
aluminum cans, empty
bottles or two bundles of old
newspapers as part of a
recycling center to be set up
on Seventh St. between 10:30
and 1:30 tomorrow.
The center will be set up
adjacent to the barbeque pits
on Seventh Street,

"Libya, Designs of the
Desert," a slide showing,
will be presented at 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the International Center.
The slides will depict the
life, customs, arts, crafts
and people of this desert
nation. David Strachan, an
SJSU student who has taught
in the Middle East, will be
the featured speaker.

Once the men ran out of complaints, it was the women’s
turn. The women seemed to have more complaints than the
men did and were much louder in expressing them.
The afternoon session was spent in learning how to fight
fairly. Bach led the students through a step by step method
which couple would find helpful in fighting creatively.
His method included committments made by each partner
that they would not "take lightly a fight for change.
He explained that the change would not have to be a big one
and that if a partner expressed a willingness to change it was
a constructive step.
He told the students, "It is important to take complaints
seriously, even if they are trival."

Dialogue planned
for Earth Day
The Environmental Studies Information Center is planning
an Earth Day Dialogue for April 22 in celebration of the
original Earth Day four years ago.
The dialogue will center around the ecology movement
where it is and how it got there.
Anyone interested in helping with the Earth Day activities
should contact the Environmental Studies Information
Center, according to Lynda Sisk, director.
Volunteers are needed to lead discussion groups and
generally help with the activities planned.

The founding convention of
the Santa Clara Valley
Coalition, the largest consumer-action group in the
area’s history, was held
Saturday in McCabe Hall of
the San Jose Civic Center.
More than 1,000 delegates
attended the convention,
representing more than 100
separate consumer groups,
to approve the coalition’s
five-page constitution, elect
officers, and pass the
organization’s initial 31
resolutions.
Joe
According
to
Pickering, the newly elected
chairman, the coalition’s
goal is to "get an on-going
network of communication
between
the
various
delegates and the officers,
and from there to the actual
policy makers.
"The idea is that we want
to determine some sense as
to what the priorities are of
the people. We’re not really
trying to spend too much
time on specifics or methods
now, because those things
are dynamic," Pickering
said.
The coalition is set up with
numerous task forces being
assigned to the respective
areas of concern. Each task
force is under a director, and
together they work on the
specific resolution.
Of
the
initial
31

resolutions, all but one were
quickly carried, usually by
rafter-shaking responses of
"Aye" from the delegates.
Pickering himself introduced the first resolution,
concerning gasoline prices
and reserves.
It called for an immediate
wholesale price rollback, a
public audit of reserves and
refining capacities, and a
public corporation to develop
and market resources for
their own profit.
Succeeding resolutions
dealt with transit issues,
natural gas and electricity,
consumer protection and
taxes. The one resolution to
be
delayed
concerned
growth and development in
the Santa Clara Valley and it
was tabled.
But it was later carried,
after a motion by a Sierra
Club delegate to have it
untabled. According to the
Sierra
Club
delegate,
without some measure on
record, the problem of
unlimited growth would have
been much harder to address
in the future.
Pickering was extremely
pleased with the size and
spirit of the crowd. "I’m
very optimistic. The turnout,
the interaction, the spirit,
everything. It’s quite clear
that these people are really
motivated."
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Work outlook improves
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THE SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"In the Student Union"

BESTSELLERS
WEEK OF APRIL 1, 1974
’ THE GREAT GATSBY, by Fitzgerald 1.50
Bantam
THE EXORCIST, by Blatty
1.75
Bantam
AUGUST 1914, by Sozhenitsen
2.25
Bantam
’ RABBIT BOSS, by Sanchez
1.95
Badentine
THE JOY OF SEX, ed. by Comfort
4.95
Simon & Schuster
SERPICO, by Maas Bantam
1.75
’ THE CAMERONS, by Crichton
1.95
Warner Paperback
TIME ENOUGH FOR LOVE,
1.95
by Heinlein
Berkley
’ GUINESS BOOK OF WORLD
1.75
RECORDS 1974 Bantam
’ THE ORIGINAL SIN, by Quinn
1.75
Bantam
A new, arrival this week is Readings on La Raaa-the
20th Century, co-edited by Matt S Meier and
eltcrano Rivera, our on -campus instructor. The book
published both in paperback and hardcover by Hon
and Wang, the paper version selling for $3.50.
The anthology is unique in that all readrngs, together
with the authors introduction and comments, are of
’he 20th century Unlike many volumes which at
Tempt to trace the development of the Chicano from
his Aztec and Spanish heritage, this hook concen
hates on the very recent or present aspects of Chicano
history the braceros, la Huelge (the Strikel and Cesai
Chavez, the birth of young groups such as MECHA.
The Brown Berets and the Denver Crusade for Justice
Few books on the Mexican American are as timely
is Reading, h.; La Rata -the 20th
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Area firms hire retarded
from page one
Nevertheless, industry
seems to be awakening to its
responsibilities in hiring the
mentally
retarded
in
repetitive types of jobs,
Benson said.
At Fairchild Instruments
over 50 mentally retarded
people were placed in a job
training program involving
assembly work.
Moreover, since 1963, the
post office has had a successful program of hiring the
mentally
retarded
in
custodial and mail file
categories.
The post office has found
that "on the average, the
punctuality and attendance
of our mentally retarded
employes are just as good as
our ’normal’ employes,"
Louis J. DiPaulo, director of
employe and labor relations,
said.
About 15 employes have
been hired by the San Jose
Post Office branches. Each
receives regular wages and
after a year of satisfactory
work, is given career status
and full fringe benefits like
all other employes, DiPaulo
said.
However,
the
breakthrough
for
employment of the mentally
retarded in
untouched

tssoeiated St tident.,

municipal government
grounds could hinge on the
success or failure of the
Santa Clara County and its
Special
Qualifications
Worker classification.
According to Jo Ann
Wexler,
county
administrative analyst, Santa
Clara County has considered
for several years implementing a program for
hiring the mentally retarded.
County hires retarded
After two years of
research,
studies
and
recommendations
were
completed, the County Board
of Supervisors approved last
October
a
new
job
classification, the Special
Qualifications Worker, to
enable mentally retarded
persons to work in county
jobs.
The program, though,
began on extemely shaky
grounds, with only one
mentally retarded person
securing a job.
"We had a lot of problems
getting the program started," Wexler admitted.
Because the job had to
come from a vacancy in an
existing
position
and
because the salary had to be
paid from the department’s
own funds, "there was quite

a bit of reluctance on the
part of the different county
departments to hire the
Special
Qualifications
Worker," she said.
"The result was that all
the departments wanted to
fill the vacancy with the
most highly qualified person
possible, not a mentally
retarded worker who would
require training," Wexler
said.
unthe
To
rectify
willingness of individual
departments in hiring the
Qualifications
Special
Worker, the Board of
Supervisors, in early March,
and
adopted
passed
amendments stipulating that
the jobs would not come
from the existing work force
but would be additional in
nature and that the salaries
would be paid by the County
Personnel Department
rather than the individual
departments.
Response to improve
"Hopefully, with these
amendments, which will go
into effect April 8, the
response will be much
greater," Wexler said.
The amendments provide
for 20 Special Qualifications
Worker jobs, including
janitorial, food services,
groundsmen, road main-

Social Awareness Series

presents

FREE!

FROM CIVIL RIGHTS
TO
BLACK LIBERATION

Speaker: Bob

Allen

"PERFORMANCE"

tenance, mail file, laundry
and lab assistance work.
All the jobs, classified as
repetitive in nature, are full
time, involve training, and
guarantee a salary ranging
from 85414643 per month,
which is consistent with the
salaries of these types of
basic entry jobs. Wexler
said.

Tues. April 2 7&10 P.M.
Morris Doily Auditorium

50c

50c

YOU’RE WEARING
CONTACTS.
WE CAN MAKE THE
EASIER.
It’s a lot easier than having to
A lot easier.
use 4 different solutions.
You know that taking care of
And every time you buy Total*
your contact lenses can be a real
you get a free, fresh lens case.
hassle.
We’re so certain you’ll like new
You have to use a solution for
Total’ that we’ll give you your
wetting. Another one for soaking.
second bottle free. Just send one Total’
Still another one for cleaning. And
maybe even another inci’,400.000w boxtop with your name and
cushioning.
address to Total!’
441% Allergan Pharmaceuticals,
But now there’,
2525 Dupont Drive, Irvine,
Total.’ The new
one contact lens
01111 California 92664.
Total’ is available at
solution that wets, soaks,
the Campus Bookstore
cleans and cushions.
%VetS
or your local drugstore.
Soaks
deafilS

on.

Editor of Black Scholar Magazine, former instructor at SJSU
Black Studies Dept, author of "Black Awakening in Capitalistic American," was active in the Anti -War movement.

Film: "Finally Got the News"

TOTAL’ MAKES THE WEARING EASIER.

A film about the organizing work done by the Black Worker’s
Congress in Detroit.

WED., April 3, 12:30 p.m. S.U. Ballroom
Co-sponsored by:
Assoeiated’Students Si Anti-Imperialist Coordinating Comm.

AVAILABLE AT

Skyttaif eadeativre
(in the Student Union)
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18 -year-old pianist

Donna Stoering-Concerto Soloist

By John Brayfield
Donna Stoering, an 18-year-old SJSU senior music
major and featured piano soloist in a concert performance of the SJSU Symphony Orchestra, is well on her
way to becoming a campus legend.
Stoering, who has been playing piano for 15 years,has
won several national solo competitions and has completed
enough units in three semesters to qualify as a senior.
Stoering, a small brunette with flashing green eyes,
began her study of the piano when she was only threeyears-old.
"My parents enrolled me in a ballet class when I was
two," Stoering told the Spartan Daily. "But I was so uncoordinated that my teachers urged my parents to take
me out of the class."
It was Stoering’s ballet teacher, however, that first
recognized Donna’s musical talents.
At the age of three Stoering began taking piano lessons
from her mother. By the time she was five she had
become an accomplished pianist and was accepted into
Mills College, a four year school in Oakland, where she
continued to study music and perform in student concerts
throughout her early years.
The people at Mills College wanted me to devote all my

Dreams" (Penguin Books,
62.95).
Odyssey House evolved
after an exodus of 17 drug
addicts from New York’s
Metropolitan Hospital was
lead by Densen-Gerber.
The addicts were tired of
the hospital’s method of
treatment which required
the addicts to take daily
doses of a medicine which
made it impossible for them
to get high.
The addicts saw this as a
hinderance to their goal of
being totally independent of
drugs.
With
DensenGerber’s help they formed
Odyssey House, which uses
the cold turkey method of
treatment.
Once involved with these
addicts, the scope of DensenGerber’s awareness of drug
abuse widened revealing

children as young as seven
years old who were pushers
and shot up heroin with
regularity.

addicts develop a sense of
responsibility, and establish
good relationships with
others.

Here Densen-Gerber ran
into problems as assemblymen in New York refused
to believe that their districts
were havens for young addicts.

According to government
statistics, there were 600,000
heroin addicts in the United
States in 1973.

Several attempts to shut
down Odyssey House were
thwarted by the testimonies
of young addicts, such as 12year-old flalphie de Jesus
who told legislators of his
daily "Two bag habit".
The success of the addicts’
rehabilitation can be attributed to the strict
discipline and the painstaking effort DensenGerber took in helping the

’Island’ dancers at Flint
are called Toers.
The Pahu drums have
been constructed from
coconut trees and are
covered with sharkskin.

Tickets at $5.75 to $3.50 are
available at all Macy’s
Ticketron and at the Flint
Center Box Office. For ticket
information phone 415-4950410.

Satirist Richard Pryor
to bring laughs to gym
Comedian Richard Pryor will make his first West Coast
college appearance at 8 p.m. Wednesday, April 3, in the SJSU
Men’s Gym.
Pryor has appeared in such movies as "Lady Sings The
Blues" and "Wattstaks." He has also made numerous
television appearances on the Flip Wilson and Mike Douglas
Shows,
Albert Collins and the Street Corner Symphony will also
appear. Collins, a blues artist, has had a very successful
career filling many club engagements. The Street Corner
Symphony is a group which got its start on the streets of Los
Angeles.
Tickets are 2.50 for students and $3.50 general public.
Tickets will be sold for $3.50 at the door.

CC hottet
ooklond to brussels
’35 900.

In 1972 Stoering won the Bank of America Fine Arts
Award, the Pepsi-Cola Young Artists Competition
( sponsored by the San Francisco Symphony) and the
Dimitri Mitropolous National Piano Competition in
Missouri.

Vld Capitol International Airways DC -8 jets

ROUNDTRIP

This year she has won the 1974 Fremont-Newark
Philharmonic competition.
Stoering will be performing tonight at 8:15 in the SJSU
Concert Hall, as a featured soloist in the SJSU Symphony
Orchestras spring performance. Admission is free and the
event is open to the public.

Enroll in 1 to 3 of 41 courses offered
on every continent of the world.
Earn 3 to 9 semester units.
Already planning summer travel? Earn credit through independent study. Plan
a project with an SJSU faculty member and contract for credit.
All 41 courses are sponsored and evaluated by SJSU and universities of Alabama.
Kansas, Missouri, Pittsburgh and the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education.
For a free 1 2 page brochure
Contact.
Ms. Deborah Glass - Journalism Bldg. 136
Continuing Education - Summer Sessions
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192
(4081 277-2182
Drop in and see us.

Education Scn Jose State University
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TANLEY H KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

FILL IN COUPON AND MAIL TO

1400 Coleman Ave.

Santa

Clara, CA 95050
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CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

HELP WANTED

GUYS AND GALS-join a college age
ballet class at Eufrazia School of
Ballet. Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers. Small classes,
individual
attention.
Bever’.
Eutrazia Grant, director, 241 1300

wants
FAMILY
PENINSULA
responsible student, husband and
wife to be summer caretakers at
mountain camp on beautiful lake in
High Sierras. Duties will be light;
ample time for hiking, boating,
swimming, fishing, reading. $103 per
month plus room, board. tran.
sportation. Camping experience,
car, references required. Some light
engine mechanical experience
helpful. Send letter and snapshot to
Post Office Box 2766 Menlo Park,
CA. 94025 for prompt response.

LEWIN’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
2644 Ashby Ave. Berkeley, Ca 94705
- Be a New Age Shopper write for
Free Catalogue We Mail The Books.
DEE RHORN PIPES hand-crafted,
beautiful work. All sizes. 525. Will do
custom work. For further into. Call
Mike at 264.1117 aft. 5:30 Pm
"SPROUTS" Sandwiches. All kinds
for lunch 8. dinner. 122 E. San
Salvador. Near the University. Call
295,5402 for fake out.
NON SMOKERS UNITE! GASP
(group against smoking polution)
Will meet Tues. April 2 in BMH rm.
355 all welcome LETA’S CLEAR
THE AIR AT SJSU
FRIDAY FLICKS presents HIGH
PLAINS DRIFTER they’d never
forget the day the feeling cowboy,
CLINT EASTWOOD drifted into
town. You won’t either. 2 shows 7810
pm Mor. Dailey And. Apr. 19th by A
Phi 0 SO cents
YOUNG WRITERS Sell your writing!
MAR KETIPS booklet tells how, lists
what 37 magazines 8. contests want
and pay. Copy $1.25 THORNTON
P.O Boo
MARKETIPS,
ER.
Belmont, Ca 94002

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO-MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
. TIRED OF BEING RIPPED OFF?
Call CSIS, originators of Student
Auto Insurance, Lowest Rates. NO
Student refused. Call 219.8681 or stop
by 404 So. 3rd St.. Second floor. (5’d
8. San Salvador)
GAS PAINS? SEE AUTO TECH.
Skilled mech specializing in Foreign
cars, Economy 8. Sports cars Tune
up, repair 8, front end alignment
Open Sat Bring this ad for discount
297,3690 798 N. 13 St.
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers ins Group 75 per cent
discount for 30 GPA low non smoker
rates also Call days 0400222

This
Summer
International
/11 Studies

the world in the Spartan

Don’t depend on 10 peupl a day to answer your message
from a bulletin board Depend on the Spartan Daily Classified
277 3175.

PREPARATION FOR SPRING

Book tells of addict’s life

The United States debut of
the Royal Tahitian Dance
Company (RTOC) will occur
Thursday at 8:30 p.m. at
Flint Center in Cupertino.
A group of 35 dancers,
singers and musicians, the
RTDC has been formed from
the Tahiti Nui Ballet and a
group of natives from the
Cook Islands.
The program will consist
of Polynesian folklore and
shall focus on two type of
dances unique to the islands
of Hawaii and the Maoris.
Miming the legends and
everyday actions of island
life will be the dancing
classified as "Api-Rimas."
Drumming shall play an
essential role by providing
the governing rhythm that
will direct the dances. Two of
the drums that will be used
are made from the hollowed
trunk of the Purau tree and

Put your Easter message to
Daily Classified 277-3175.

time to the study of music,"Stoering said. "But my
parents wanted me to get a broader educational
background. They wanted me to be able to meet with a lot
of people-not just musicians."
Donna gave her first solo recital at Steinway Hall, in
San Francisco, when she was 12.
Stoering came to SJSU in the fall of ’72. Since then she
has managed to successfully challenge 84 semester units.
She has become a senior in the time in takes most students
to reach the level of sophomore.
She is also the only freshman to ever perform a recital
in the SJSU music department.

BEI

N.Y. Odyssey House

By Joan Baldwin
Picture a dilapidated
clapboard house situated in
the heart of a New York City
ghetto, with 17 adults and 64
children packed into it,
sleeping on triple decker
beds, floors and in hallways.
It could be labled a
commune, but the distinctive
factor of this house is that all
of it’s members are exheroin addicts involved in
the drug rehabilitation
program of New York’s
Odyssey House.
Author and founder of the
house, Judianne DensenGerber tells the story of her
fights with city hall to keep
the house open, the plight of
over 25,000 child addicts
(under 15 years of age) and
the
success
of
the
rehabilitation program in
her book "We Mainline

a success

AUTO INSURANCE Specializing in
Auto and Renter’s Insurance for
Students We nave the lowest rates
available All applicants placed
regardless of record. Call Mike
Foley 241 3900 for phone quotation.

FOR SALE
Free
WATERBEDS from 559,
discounts.
student
delivery,
Waterbed accessories Noah’s Ark.
86 Keyes, 289 8451
4

FOOT BLACKLIGHT
823,95
COMPLETE 15" BLACKLIGHT
012.99. NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES 57,50 INCENSE
PACK OF 25 for 29 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES
IRON ON TRANSFERS 75 cents
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
FROM
INDIA
PIPES AND
PARAPHANALIAS
STROBE
LIGHTS, ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE 10 E. SAN FERNANDO
ST

SAVE THIS AD. Most major brands of
quality stereo components available
at dealer cost plus 10 per cent
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment Lowest
prices in the Bay Area Call 252 2038
after $ Pm
ittz HONDA CB III good condition. will
maintanwid. 16.K0 mites 1,375 Must sell
nowt Call 277 8031
TAX SHELTER Home for Sale 4
harm 1 na 2 blks, from SJS.
Assume S24.000 FHA loan with
payments of S266 mo. Rental in
come is now 1340. mo. Asking $30.500
May take a second. 297 3380
Student
W AAAAAA DS.
Special
Discount We will consider anything
of value on trade for waterbeds and
accessories Downtown Waterbeds
416W San Carlos St . S.J 2072000
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40
cents per pound Any amount Phone
293 2954
VW SOU AAABACK 19665400 or best
offer Call 494 0503

STUDENTS! earn while you learn.
Part time contact work promises
good money & invaluable experience
to those who qualify. Call 0072919
aft. 6 Pm.
MEN a WOMEN: DECIDED ON A
CAREER YEI? WONDERING
WHAT A FOUR YEAR COLLEGE
DEGREE CAN DO FOR YOU?
HERE’S WHAT TWO WILL DO. If
you meet our qualifications, you
could be making $13,990 in your first
year, performing some of the most
important work in community
service, for the BERKELEY
POLICE DEPARTMENT. Our
Police Officers are some of the best
educated, motivated group Of men
and women who are engaged in
some of the most difficult work in
urban law enforcement today. If
you’re interested in Law Color
cement, or if you’re curious about
the kind of career Police work can
be, come in and see us. OUR
RECRUITERS WILL BE ON
CAMPUSON April 3.1974 starting at
9:00 ern in Placement Center "0" to
give a general presentation to any
interested students, Individual
consultation will be available for the
remainder of the day, Appointments
for these informal interviews can be
made in advance by contacting Mrs.
Irene Peck at the Placement Center
"0" before April 3, 1974. Check us
out. You’ve nothing to lose and
everything to gain. MINORITIES
AND
WOMEN
ARE
EN
COURAGED TO ATTEND, THE
CITY OF BERKELEY IS AN AF
FIRMATIVE ACTION CITY

MATURE STUDENT (Junior year or
up) wanted for office work. Flexible
afternoon hours
Pay to be
negotiated Call 253 4747 10 12 pm

PERSONALS

HOUSING

SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEM.1.N
w C P and voice detect is looking
tor a lasting relationship with an
understanding female FREE rent
offered in exchange for kindness 8.
companionship Call 298 2308 aft 5

1 BEDROOM IN HOUSE, S100.mo
kitchen priv., color tv, Call Ann 923
5873
MEN-Large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat a, outside
entrance. 406 S. 11th St.
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB-Co
Ed Beautiful building, fireplace,
grand piano, inside courtyard, kit,
color Iv. ping pong, linen a. maid
serv priv parking 579 50 share;
99 50 up to $109 sing 202 5 Ilth. 293
7374
LA DONNA APTS. 1 bedroom apts.
5130 whew carpets and burn. Quiet
atmosphere, near campus. 385 S. 4th
St. Cali Son. 20a-0313 or John 3.56.
570/1
WILLOW GLEN WEST is a quiet and
ideal student living. Setting 10 min.
from campus near Curtner and Old
Almaden Road. Two and Three
Bedroom units and Townhouses
furnished and Unfurnished, Patios,
Balconies,
Spacious pleasant
grounds, Pool, Saunas, Flee Room,
Starting SI75.00 WILLOW GLEN
WEST APTS. 2118 Canoas Gardens
Ave. 266.1474.
MOTHER OLSON’S:
campus. Linen &
Color TV, Kit. priv,
share, 25 single 122
9504

4 houses near
Maid service,
Parking, 19.50
N. 8th St 295

Furnished
BEDROOM
TWO
townhouse apt 2 bath, patio, t blk.
from SJSU 70 5 5th 294-7750
CLEAN APTS. FOR RENT-1 bdrm.
5120 2 bdrrn. $150.3 bdrrn, $165. 625
S. 10th St Call 295.5144
NEWER ROOMS ACROSS CAMPUS Girls
1112 S 10th $65 mo shared basis 2039991
BOYS 99 S 0th St 575 mo $55 share
NT 94116 A1.5046115 0th St $65 mo $50
shared Kitchen priv 2934553 Check
our summer rates

WAITRESS WANTED 2 yrs. exp.
Sunday Brunch only 10,2 pm. 52 hrs.
tips Upstart Crow L Co.
Restaurant 740 Prune Yard,
Campbell. Apply in person only aft. 3
Pm

BIG FURN. 2 berm, 2.3 or 4 persons
643 S. 5th St Call 2756333 to see.

10 STUDENTS WANTED for PR work
for EncylOpedia Bratanica. no
selling $2.50hr. Hours torn schedule
Call Pamela Yant 249 6356 or 289
1350

1 EDAM FURN. APT. Quiet. Girls or
married couple $95 -mu, Call Or see
mgr. 674 S 9th St. No. 1 2971390

NURSERY SCH, TEACHER M F loll or pi
time Ear, childhood Experience
required Si area 247 5584 Immediate
NEED EXP. 2nd grade math tutor P
vicinity of Terrell School Si Unified
Call 2694447

PET. RM. in duplex for serious male
student next to Lucky’S bus,
blk.
from campus 297,6079

NEED HANDYMAN for Weekends,
Lawns -Clean -Paint Call 275 6333
or 294 5034

ROOM FOR RENT 2 blks from
campus 515 5 10th Call 292 1587 or
2874138

JOES-Australla,
OVERSEAS
Europe, S. America, Africa.
Students all professions and ac
cupations 5700 to $3000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sight.
seeing, Free information. TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO., Dept, Al
P.0 Box 603. Corte Madera. Ca.,
94925

LOST & FOUND

VERIFIER Local office needs young
men or women to verify orders
taken by our sales dept No selling
Must have late model car 5. be neat
appearing Working hrs 39 Salary
$3.50 an hour to start plus profit
sharing Cali Mr Jones 2116,81114 or
9960862

SERVICES
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s -Reports-Dissertations
Marianne Tarnbc 0-137 Escobar
Ave. Telephone. 356,4248 Los Gatos
STUDENT TYPING
Close
Campus 65 cents page. 998.1169
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Selectric Call 067-2309

IBM

EXPERIENCED TYPING-Electric,
Term Papers. Thesis, etc. Depen
debie Call Mrs. Allen 294-1313.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle.
All Natural color, photography for
your wedding. You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives
andefree white embossed album.
Budget priced for highest quality
work. Please call for details.
Photography by Dole Maggio 292.
2601
WRITING
AND
RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE. TYPING EDITING
CALL 2213993 or 374 7904
EXPERIENCED DESIONLAYOUT
ARTIST prepares brochures, flyers.
invitations calling cards, etc for
production low rates Call Barry 298
1031

TRANSPORTATION
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING:
Eighth annual on regimented
student programs 8 wks. in Europe.
8 wks. in Israel Europe. 6 wks.
Europe Contact Barbara Nevins
Student Services West, Inc. 2171240.
EUROPE -- ISRAEL
AFRICA
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ROUND, CONTACT. ISCA, 116/7
San Vicente Blvd. Apt, No, 4 L.A.
Calif. 90049 TEL: 12131 826.5669 Or
17141 2972010
FLYING SOON? Well, "It pays to be
young with TWA". Your TWA
Bill
Representative
Campus
Crawford 225,7262 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at 11 per
lent off with TWA Youth passport &
makeup to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD.
Call 225 7262 for information after
S 00 For reservations call 2911 6600
or your local travel agent
SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
5349 rd trip plus inter European
’lights, rail passes. international ID
cards and more Ask fOr Barbara at
Student Services West. 335 East Si
Clara. No ?Igor phone 2915391

CLASSIFIED
ADS
277-3175

FOUND Small dog, male, long hair,
gray tan 8. while. Call 961-0019

LOST Mar 13 Norwegian Elkhound
male 6 mo Sil Blk pointed ears,
curled tail Isith Kees) needs Med
2910906 or 9911 0352

11 - 3 Daily

LOST DOG white with black paws, red
collar (Patches) Call Deborah 2119
1996
REWARD LOST DOG vic of So 7th
and Reed light tan w white chest and
paws appx 30 lbs Please Call 277
2419 or 294 3749

Three F our
days days

Five
days

Print Your Ad Here:
Each addlt
lonat day

3 linos

61.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

.35

4 linos

2.00

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

.35

5 linos

2.50

3.00

3.25

3.40

3.50

.35

6 linos

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.35

Phone

__

Address
City

Check a Classification
( ) Help Wanted
( ) ttousing
( ) Lost and Found

(Count approx. 37 letters and sPaces for each iIne)

Print Name

Each additional Ilne
.50
.50
Add
.50
.50
.50
Minimum Three lines One Day

) Announcements
) Automotive
) For Sale

GUITAR LESSONS: For beginners
and intermediates Please call Mike
Messinger 248.4279

to

TYPIST, EXPERT, ACCURATE. Can
edit papers and Masters, Near City
College Mrs. Aslanian 295-4104

Classified Rates
two
days

one
day

EXPERIENCED TYPIST efficient
accurate term papers Call Teresa
249 332$ 60 cents a Page

TWO
IIEDROOM
Furnished
townhouse apt. 2 bath, patio tz blk.
from SJSU 79 flth + 1 Call 294,7751

THIS HOUSE IS LOOKING FOR
YOU! Dark wooden interior. 3 bdrm
3 bth. fur, yard Where at? St John
St between 10 11th 5260 rno. 2649367

WAITERS, BUSBOYS-exper. pref.
Waikiki Village Rest 15466 Ls Gents
Bldvd 356 9164 Must speak Can
tonese

HAYING
DIFFICULTY
WITH
DRUGS? alcohol, work, study
family or life? Narconon may help.
Call 246 1621 10.5 Pm or 7-9:30 Pm.

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY HIGH quality wedding photography
for LOWEST
Bay area rates 500
includes gold & white album 60
color prints of your choice, full set of
BRIDE
KEEPS ALL
slides
NEGATIVES! Extra full color
Staff of 20
ex 10’s 11.25 each
photographers
Make an ap
then
pointrnent see our samples
decide Open every evening until 10
pm for FREE Bridal Packet, Call
279 1787 or 257 3161

I I Personals
( ) Services
( ) Transportation

Enclosed Is S

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO: SPARTAN
DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSE
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE,
C ALI F 11. 1 14

F or._CllyS

Deadline, T on days prior to
Publication
Contecutive publication dates
only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Spartan gymnasts impressive,
qualify five for championships
40.

teit
e,"

’ Its
e

By Marvin Kusumoto

David Reyes*:

Rugby team meets Cal at Spartan Stadium
Coming off of an impressive showing in the annual
Monterey National Rugby Tournament, the SJSU ruggers
will meet a tough U.C. Berkeley squad today at 4 p.m. at
Spartan Stadium.
Cal, the unofficial national champions last year, were
third place finishers in the tourney while the inex-

perienced Spartans took seventh in the 32-team event held
at Pebble Beach.
An SJSU player is shown above being collared by a
member of the Australian National Team in a recent
match against the Spartans. The Australians, making a
tour of the United States, beat the Spartans in the match
::.
and were winners in the Monterey tourney.

Despite a rainy drive to the
at
Regionals
Western
Portland State University,
the SJSU gymnastic team
dazzled the judges with their
routines and walked away
with several members
qualifying for the National
Collegiate
Gymnastic
Championships.
Of all the PCAA teams
represented at the Western
Regionals, SJSU collected
the most NCAA positions
with five, followed by Los
Angeles State with three.
Ken Linney, a sophomore
and a first place finisher in
the floor exercises at the
PCAA championships, added
another first place to his list
of accomplishments at the
Western Regionals.
Linney’s routines scored a
total of 17.95 or an average of
just under nine for his optional and compulsory
routines.

According to Rea Anders,
Spartan gymnastics coach,
Linney is the first gymnast
from SJSU to capture a first
at the Western Regionals.
Just behind Linney in the
floor exercises was Chris
Wright who placed second
with a final score of 17.925.
In the still rings, senior
Cliff Williamson finished in
second place with a toal of
17.80 with teammate Wright
finishing a close third at
17.25.
John Cameron missed his
chance as an All-Around but
qualified for the nationals by
placing third on the parallel
bars. Gordon Everett missed
qualifying by placing fourth.
Anders said that of the five
positions SJSU qualified for
in the nationals, most of the
men are freshman and
sophomores except for
Williamson.
With all of the experience
gained this year, Anders
said, "We’re going to be

New Office of...

MICHAEL T. BALALIS
Real Estate Broker
Pruneyard TowersSuite 322
Call.... 371-7720
739-7621

devastating next year."
The
gymnasts
who
qualified are leaving today
for the Nationals at Penn.
State University.

The NCAA championships
will start on Thursday with
the compulsories, optionals
on Friday and the individual
finals on Saturday.

Golf squad wins
UOP Invitational
The SJSU golf team
copped both team and individual honors at the UOP
Invitational Friday at Dry
Creek Country Club in Galt.
As a team, the Spartans
ran away from the competition with a total of 1,109
points. The team nearest to

the SJSU contingent was
Fresno State at 1,114.
Freshman Eric Batten
took individual honors with a
54-hold total 217, one over
par.
Other Spartan finishers
were Mark Lye, 218; Terry
Beardsley, 224, and Paul
Hahn, 226.

24 HOUR
ikoG

SERVICE
BLACK v WRITE
DEVELOPING PRINTING
VOCIACHROME MOVIES & SLIDES

PHOTOr-RAPRIC
California’s Oldest Camera Shop
4CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
66 S lit DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
1084 LINCOLN AVE WILL OW GLEN

99 N REDWOOD AVE SAN JOSE
479 UNIVERSITY AVE PALO A110

SJSU whips Fresno
in conference opener
By Blaise Castren
only
It
sprinkled
sporadically Friday night,
but the SJSU varsity
baseball team really poured
it on Fresno State when the
two teams met for their
Pacific Coast Athletic
Association
opener
at
Muncipal Stadium.
The Spartans unleashed an
11 -hit attack and Steve
Gordon -Forbes pitched a
strong nine innings to give
SJSU a 9-0 victory over one
of the conference favorites.
The teams were scheduled
to play a three-game series,
but Saturday’s doubleheader
was postponed because of a
steady rain after Friday
night’s game, which rendered the field unplayable.
The field was ready for
play Sunday, but the Spartan
hitters weren’t, as they were
shutout by Santa Clara’s
Chris Kelley in a non-league
contest, 2-0.
The Broncos scored both
runs in the first inning off
Spartan starter Randy
Zylker, when Gene Delyon
singled home both runs.
Zylker allowed only two
hits the rest of the way to
Santa
Clara, which is
rated No. 6 in the nation,
but got no support from his
teammates who managed
but five hits against Kelley.
SJSU, which entered the
Fresno contest with an 11-10
overall record, made it look
easy, outclassing the visiting
Bulldogs in all phases of the
game.
Fresno came in with a
better pitching staff on paper
than SJSU, but Bulldog ace
Dan Grimm couldn’t hold
back the Spartan hitters
after SJSU tallied an
unearned run in the second
inning.
The Spartans broke the ice
in the bottom of the second,
taking advantage of an
errant toss by Bulldog
shortstop Ken Cunningham.
Cunningham threw the ball
away attemtping to nail
Dennis Smith who was going
to third on a grounder by
Steve Macchi. Smith had
reached base on a walk, stole
second and came home on
the poor throw.
After being stopped by
Grimm with only one hit,
through four innings, the
Spartan hitters finally
started connecting with the
tall righthander’s pitches to
score three runs in the fifth,
one in the sixth and four, to
ice the contest, in the eighth.
Meanwhile,
Gordon-Forbes baffled the Bulldogs,
striking out eight batters,
five of those on called third
strikes, which were just
nipping outside corner of the
plate.
"Gordon -Forbes really
pitched a great game," said
Spartan caoch Gene Menges,
"It was probably the best
one he’s pitched this year."
Gordon -Forbes’ only
problem was walking seven

Fresno hitters, most of them
with two outs. But he
managed to get the big out
when he needed it.
"Forbes only managed to
get Fresno out 1-2-3 in one
inning, I think," said
Menges, "but he got tough
with men on base with the
aid of a fine slider."
It was the second excellent
game in a row for GordonForbes, who upped his
record to 4-3. Last Saturday
he stopped U.C. Davis on six
hits, 12-2, after being wild
and ineffective in his two
prior starts against Oregon
and U.C. Berkeley.
The Spartan hitters gave
Gordon -Forbes all the
support he needed in a game
which
was
somewhat
hampered by occasional
sprinkles from the dark,
threatening skies. The
contest was delayed for
about five minutes in the
bottom of the sixth, when it
came down a little harder,
but play resumed minus a
majority of the some 270 fans
who turned out.
After
tallying
the
unearned run in the second,
Dave lus poked a single to
center, and went to second
when last year’s PCAA
batting champion Mark
Kettman ( .444) walked with
two outs.
Mark Carroll, currently

Every
artist
needs
many
to paint
with

am,
atimmi
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0
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one of the hottest Spartan
batsmen, then doubled just
inside the rightfield line to
score both runners. Dan
Mays drove in the SJSU third
baseman with a shot that hit
in almost the exact spot that
Carroll had placed his drive.
Rick Pitney forced in the
fifth SJSU run on a fielder’s
choice just prior to the rain
delay, then the Spartans
drove Grimm from the game
with four more runs in the
eigth.
Highlighting the
big
outburst in the eighth were a
double by Smith, an infield
hit by Carroll for an RBI,
and a Mays double to clear
up a bases-loaded situation.
"I was pleased with the
way the hitters came
through with the big hits and
in general with the overall
performance of the team
"said Menges, "but this is
only one of 26 games."
The rained out games will
be replayed at the end of the
season, if they have a
bearing on the outcome of
the PCAA championship.
SJSU plays a non-league
game today at 2:30 p.m. at
Municipal Stadium against
San
Francisco
State,
weather permitting, to play
defending conference champ
L.A. State for a single game
Friday and doubleheader
Saturday.

Help yourself through
your last two years
at San Jose State.

The Army ROTC
Two -Year Program

Brushes ar a most
important tool for
good work. The best
brushes Sr. made to
standard of quality
and, with proper care,
will lest for long
time. In the three
popular shapes for
oil pointing: Bright’,
Flats, Rounds, got the
pure white bristle.
Fine work calls for
the soft, pointed red
sable All brushes
can be had in
many sizes

The Army ROTC Two-Year Program is a better way to do
your last two years of college. Because by taking a six-week
Basic Camp, you’ll be able to start our Advanced Course
Army RO 1 C
in your junior year.
San Jose State
San Jose. CA 95114
You’ll be paid $100 a month while you’re in
lell
me more about the Army
,
school, and you’ll earn an officer’s commission while
,/
ROT(: Iwo -Year Program
you earn your college degree.
The Army ROTC Two-Year Program gives ,/"AddressNli
you a better chance for a better career, military / City
County
,/ Stale
lop
or civilian.
,,
Atiendin g
For more information, call Major
C ollege. Planning to Attend
Taylor at 277-2985/2986.
Phone

WE STOCK.

(P52
ORUNIBACHER
ART & SIGN
WINSOR

NEWTON

You’ll agree they
aro all fine
quality.
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